If this fails, the lot is reworked or discarded.
Therefore, the equipment for the second process step must be reserved prior to starting the first step. The processing time reservation method Figure  4 . In this model, the following relationship holds:
where tc is the constrained time interval between the continuous processing steps , t13 is the processing time of lot A that is assigned to the first equipment El postprocessing stage, tt is the transport time from El to the second equipment E2, and tw is the waiting time in the E2 buffer, equal to the sum of the processing time for the lots with a higher priority than that for lot A. In order to ensure proper continuous processing, the second equipment must be reserved so that the time relationship in equation ( 1) is guaranteed.
The reserved processing start times for El and E2 (TE1 and TE2) are determined by the following equations.
TE2=Tn0W+tll +t12 +tc + ta ---- (5) where TnOWis the present time, and ta ( > O) is the adjusting time for assuring that the reservation time for both equipments do not overlap the previously reserved times for the other lots, the regular maintenance time, and the end of service time on that day.
Equations (2) and (3) show that only start time TE2 can be advanced by ta ( s tm) and not overlap the other re:servations and equations (4) and (5) show that both start times are delayed by ta (=td (here, the meaning of ltm, td is shown in Fig.4) . The reservations for the continuous processing are canceled after the start of pre-processing on the second equipment.
3.2 Time-critical express lot processing A time-critical express lot is one that requires processing in the shortest possible TAT. As soon as the release time into the line has been determined, the processing start and end times for those equipments corresponding to a series of processing steps (e.g., N steps) are scheduled by using processing time (til+tiz+tis: i=l, n) and transport time (tt). To ensure that time-critical express lot processing is performed, it is necessary to reserve the processing time. When preprocessing on the equipment at the i-th step is started, the reservations at the step for the express lot processing are canceled.
After completion of postprocessing, the equipment corresponding to the step number (i+N) is reserved.
The reserved equipment may process other lots that can be completed before the start time of the express lots. Figure 5 shows the changes in TAT and throughput when the maximum number of WIP lots is fixed and the available line time is changed from 9 hours/day operation to 24 hours/day operation, all without equipment failures and maintenance.
SIMULATION RESULTS
It demonstrates that an appropriate number of WIP lots and available line time for achieving the required TAT or throughput of each product are obtained. Figure 6 shows the effect of constrained time intervals in continuous processing on line performance. Continuous processing is assigned to all pairs of exposure and development processing steps in photo lithography, these steps sum to about 16'%0of all processing steps that are over three hundred.
In 
